LAnd cover classification

Applied to forest
fire management

As part of the European FireParadox project, the University of Zurich
(Dept of Geography) in collaboration with Cemagref (Aix-en-Provence)
and Humboldt-Universitaet zu Berlin (Geomatics, Dept.) has achieved
an improved land cover mapping by combining SPECIM’s AISA
Eagle’s hyperspectral information and LIDAR data, and classify them
with single SVM

A

n enhanced mapping of the wild land
urban interface can be a significant input
to forest fire behaviour models leading
to improved risk assessment and mitigation of
forest fires. The University of Zurich obtained an
improved procedure for land cover mapping by
successfully combining AISA Eagle and a LIDAR
system using a SVM classifier. While LIDAR
data provides the spatial information dimension
categorizing geometric characteristics of the
surfaces, AISA Eagle samples the spectral
dimension, by classifying surface types and fuel
moisture.

Fig. 1. AISA Eagle data geometrically and
radiometrically corrected with PARGE*

Both AISA Eagle and LIDAR data were
jointly classified by a Support Vector Machines
(SVM) classifier. As a non-parametric classifier,
SVM are particularly well adapted to classify
data of high dimensionality and from multiple
sources as presented in this study.
The joint classification of AISA Eagle and
LIDAR led to a significant improvement in terms
of overall accuracy and kappa (see Fig. 2 and 3).
The inclusion of classes with similar geometric
but different spectral properties, such as roofs
of different materials would even increase this
improvement.

land cover classification

In this research, the area under study included
Mediterranean vegetation intermixed with urban
structures. The LIDAR system and AISA Eagle
were mounted together on a helicopter and the
airborne survey covered a region of 13.6 x 3.6 km

with a spatial resolution of 1 meter. AISA Eagle
data was geometrically corrected by PARGE (see
Fig. 1).
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*) PARGE software was developed by the University of Zurich. SPECIM provides
CaliGeo software as default with turnkey AISA systems

Fig. 2. User accuracy of SVM classification
performances based on AISA Eagle and LIDAR
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Landcover classification scheme
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A classification scheme specifically adapted
to the characteristics of the wildland urban
interface was developed based on the fuel type
classification of the European PROMETHEUS
project (see table).
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* Extendable for different vertical

Spectrally similar classes such as bare soil
and roof tiles made of similar material could
be better separated by the vertical information
provided by LIDAR. This effect is visible when
comparing the final land cover map based on the
multi-source data set to a land cover map derived
from purely spectral information (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Upper map: land cover map based on the input sources AISA Eagle and LIDAR
Lower map: land cover map based on the single input source AISA Eagle
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